
 
 
To: WBUR File  

From:  Sheila O’Leary, Office of the General Counsel  

CC: Dawna Johnson and Karl Voelker  

Date:  February 26, 2018  

Re: Donor Lists for Public Inspection Files   

This memo is intended to memorialize WBUR’s decision regarding what information to include 
in its public inspection files regarding donor lists.   

WBUR is required to maintain a public inspection file, and the contents of the file must include, 
among other things, donor lists.  In particular, the file must include the lists of donors supporting 
specific programs, and the lists shall be retained for two years from the date of the broadcast of 
the specific program supported.  See 47 CFR 73.3527(e)(9).   

WBUR sought the advice of outside counsel, Steve Lovelady at Fletcher, Heald & Hildreth, 
PLC, to better understand what donor information the station is required to maintain in its public 
inspection file.  Steve explained, to me, Dawna and Karl, that the intention of the donor list 
requirement is for stations to identify to the public individuals or entities that are providing 
support for specific radio programs, such as those individuals or entities that provide financial 
support for the production of a specific program.  He acknowledged, however, that the FCC has 
not provided much guidance regarding precisely what the donor list requires.   

WBUR discussed with counsel the fact that one other station (KQED) that had already posted its 
public inspection file appeared to have included in its donor lists all underwriters whose 
acknowledgments aired during a program.   Steve explained that the intention of the donor list is 
not to identify underwriters, whose identities are already known, by virtue of their 
acknowledgments airing during the program.  Nonetheless, given the lack of FCC guidance, he 
acknowledged that some stations may take a conservative approach and will identify all support 
for a specific program, including underwriters whose acknowledgments air during a radio 
program.   

We explained to Steve that WBUR does not consider an underwriter’s payment to the station to 
constitute a charitable donation.  WBUR does not issue tax receipts to underwriters as it 
considers the relationship to be a business transaction; underwriters receive goods and services in 
exchange for the payment.  The underwriter pays a specified amount to WBUR in exchange for 
receiving an acknowledgment on air.  We discussed that it is possible that public radio stations 
that identify their underwriters on their donor lists may have a different business arrangement 



with their underwriters; those stations may consider payments from underwriters to be a 
charitable donation.   

We discussed that certain individuals and foundations have provided support to WBUR for a 
genre of programming, such as the arts or education.  We asked whether WBUR should identify 
these donors in relation to any program during which segments that they supported were aired.  
For example, if an edify segment were aired during Here and Now, should the donor(s) who 
support edify be identified?  Steve advised that this is not necessary and would not be consistent 
with the federal regulations, as the regulations are intended to identify support for ‘specific 
programs’ and not for genres of reporting or segments that air during a radio program.   

As a result of this advice, WBUR will maintain in its public inspection file, the following 
information, to the extent that it exists:  the identities of donors who support a specific radio 
program, such as a donor who provides financial support for the production of a specific radio 
program.  WBUR will not maintain in the donor list information regarding underwriters whose 
acknowledgments air during a radio program, as they do not make donations to WBUR.   


